MADE JUST
FOR YOUR
EVENT
We specialise in custom crafted treats, and
love pushing the boundaries on what can be
done with cookies and cake.
Get in touch to discuss what we can do for you!

Connecting
the dots
For the premiere of "Missing Link,
we took inspiration from the trailer
and the poster to create the
characters in 3D cake with the
adventurous scene in the
background as handpiped cookies

A palette to
inspire
Benefit Cosmetics's range creates
a beautiful palette and we
intertwined this with their brand
image and a paint effect that made
every cookie unique!

A special
guest
Carnival Cruises had Dr Seuss
onboard and so to celebrate, we
made the Cat in the Hat as a full
cake pop, Hat and all..

Any shape
Moschino launched their Fresh EDT in these
unique shaped fragrance bottles and
Popolate was tasked with translating the
bottle into cookie form.

Seamless
When edible colouring in any
design goes right onto the
macaron seamlessly, it seems like
a little bit of magic.

Logie Awards
Popolate created these specially
for the Annual Logie Awards. One
was presented live to ambassador
Danii Minogue!

Bring to life
When Turner Broadcasting called
and asked if we could do their
famous Power Puff girls in cake
pops, we said, "Yes!"

Colour match
These baby onesies were made in
Aveeno Baby's signature lavender
purple. Hand-tinted edible colour
matching can never meeet a
printer's precision, but we sure get
very close!

A replica kiss
A kiss is still a kiss... but a better
kiss, is one that accurately
replicates your logo in royal icing.

Planet Earth
Celebrating the launch of the
Planet Earth 2 DVDs were these
cake pops, made to celebrate the
stars of the show.

Crowns and
corgis
We pretty much had free reign with
this - being Netflix's The Crown
fans helped.

Cute and
cuddly
Our penguin cake pops helped
introduce Sydney Aquarium
newest members to the world,

Food is at the heart of every party, and we specialise in making
food fun and beautiful. "Custom made" can go beyond just
putting a logo on a disc - bring your brand to life with specially
designed treats!
We operate out of a fully licensed commercial kitchen in Hornsby
Heights, Sydney and have shipped our treats to all of Australia.
Contact Su at info@popolate.com.au or 0447 348 176.

